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iMacTools.com.Q: MongoDB secondary read preference does not work I am using a MongoDB replica set with two servers,

each of them write to a different data directory. However, I have issue with read preference. I have create two collections - users
and groups, each of them has its own data directory and their own object IDs. In between, I removed all data, and used shard
key to spread data across servers. It works perfectly, but it does not take secondary reads, but primary. Server1: userID 101.

shard key is userid groupID 101. shard key is groupid Server2: userID 101. shard key is userid groupID 201. shard key is
groupid Permissions: mongodb> db.evaluation.users.find({"userid" : 101}) { "userid" : "101", "name" : "Pew" } mongodb>

db.evaluation.groups.find({"groupid" : 101}) { "groupid" : "101", "gname" : "Pew" } mongodb>
db.evaluation.users.find({"userid" : 101}).hint("groupid") mongodb> db.evaluation.groups.find({"groupid" :

101}).hint("userid") Now if I try to query
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for free and enjoy full features.The numbers may be huge, but we’ll be blunt: Our society is spoiled. We are the richest in
history, and our per capita wealth has more than doubled in a half century. We’ve come a long way, baby. What we lack is
humility. Well, at least within our circle of scientists. For the broader population, data show, we’re the richest on Earth, but

we’re also the unhappiest, compared to other industrialized countries. Our averages don’t reveal the shocking nature of the truth
— that we’ve never been more fortunate. The deeper we dig into the data, the more evidence we find of how privileged we are.
Despite the stories you hear about the rich getting richer, the truth is that we actually haven’t become much more unequal since
the 1980s. Our incomes are up, but they are by a much smaller margin than if incomes had kept growing together. That means

that lots of people are poorer than ever. And those numbers get even more jarring when you look at the numbers of people
living in poverty. The government-measure poverty rate is 12.5 percent, the lowest in 46 years, and the lowest since the early

1960s. The real poverty rate is nearly three times that: 30.2 percent. The stagnation of income growth over the last two decades
is one thing; the fact that the U.S. has the most unequal income distribution of any country is something else entirely. We all

know the statistics about income inequality. That’s why the pundits have been throwing numbers around about the 1 percent, the
top one-tenth of 1 percent, the top 0.01 percent. They’re all well and good, but if we 3e33713323
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